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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTA.NDING

MLBP is one among the reputed Technicai institute imparting finest quaiity

education. The evolution of the institute over the past 34 years has witnessed a strong

blend of state-of-the-art infrastructure and intricately entwined human resource

committed to provide professional education with thrust on qualrty. Our Polytechnic,

established in L984, with the aim of producing highly qualified engineers and

technocrats, is striving hard to enable them to take highly demanding managerial and

enkepreneurial roles in the society. Ours is the first polyteclnic r.o be accredited by

(NBA) National Board of Accreditations (2005).

ESPRIT is a powerful, full-spectrum CAI\,{ system for CNC prcgramming,

optimization, and simulation - supporting the entire manufacturing process from CAD

file to machined part. With factory-certified post processors delivering machine-

optimized G-code and ESPRIT's ability to solve unique challenges with automation

solutions built using the software's API, ESPRIT is the smart manufbcturing solution for

any machining application. When you combine these benefits with wr,rld-class technical

support that allows programmers to get started quickly and keep rumirrg at top

efficiency, it's cleal that ESPRIT is Powerful Full Spectrum CAMS_vjigm.

This Memorandum of Understanding signed between MOTICHA]{D LEI\IGADE

BHARATESH POLYTECHNIC, BELAGAVI. represented by its Principal and ESPRIT

CAD/CAM licenses from DP technolow Corp of USA have agreed to the folk'wino

terms:

ooWe the undersigned, confirm that the educational version licenses of ESPRIT

CAD/CAM licenses from DP Technology Corp of USA will be used for the sole purpose

of eriucation of students. The licenses shull not be used for commercial production af
products or for providing paid or unpaid consulting services for outside entities. The
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terms of the Software Agreement that is agreed to when installing the software shall be

abided by for all users of the softwarc in our institurion. Also we af{irm that we will
include Esprit into our Mechanical & allied programs curriculum{ theory or practical}

and make it compulsory".

The students will be trained on following modules.

1. Esprit solid turn- 30 hrs,

2. Esprit solid Mili - 30lirs
3. Esprir solid Mili tum- 20lus.

This Memorandum of Understanding shall conne inlo effect fiom the date and time
of its signing and will be valid for period of five years and shall be renewed on mutual
agreement by both parties there on.

Signed on the 14th February 2019 at Belagavi, Karnataka, India where a1i copies
have equal value. Any additional agreements and conditions shall be made after mutual
consent.

In witness whereof the parties here to have set their respective signafure on the
date mentianed above under their seal of office.
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